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Al~raet--A linear hyperbolic partial differential equation has been approximated by an implicit finite 
difference scheme. The difference equations are represented by matrices and an analysis of the numerical 
solution has been performed toinvestigate how errors in boundary conditions may affect the solution. 
THE MODEL 
Let us consider a simple hyperbolic model 
u, + C(Ux + fluy = O 
(~t, # are constants) with, 
u (x, y, 0) = u0 
O) 
(initial condition) and certain prescribed boundary conditions such that the model is 
mathematically well-posed. We further assume that the boundary conditions do not change in time. 
To form a consistent implicit finite difference approximation ofequation (1) we may approximate 
u, by a two-point backward difference formula and Ux and Uy by central differences. (This will 
require boundary conditions on both sides of the computational field.) It is quite well-known that 
implicit finite difference methods display unconditional stability with regard to numerical solution 
of equation (1). However, if boundary conditions, which strongly dominate the solution of the 
model, are not properly represented in the difference scheme, accuracy of the computational 
solution will be poor. In this article, a rather simple attempt has been made to investigate how 
boundary conditions may affect the numerical solution of the difference equations as time 
moves on. 
D IFFERENCE EQUATIONS 
The difference approximation of equation (1) as discussed above is 
~{rrn+' _t rn+l  X_L~,{Tr,+I _Un+t x -Un .  i=1 ,2 ,  . I; j= l ,2 ,  J. (2) U~j +'1 Jr  ¢.4~w,../i+l, j ""/i--l,j] TU I . ' / i , j+ l  i,j--l] -- t,J . . . . . . . .  
The boundary points are at i = 0, I + I; j = 0, J + I. 
a = ~At /2Ax,  b = f lAt/2Ay. 
At = time step, Ax, Ay = mesh sizes. (3) 
In order to represent equation (2) in matrix form, we define the following I x I square matrices: 
(~) , ,~ = ~,,, u,, j ,  
(L1)i,, = 6i_ j,,, 
(N:),,, = ,~, :~,,, U, + l,j 
i=1 ,2  ..... L 
(I,),,s = ~i,, 
(gj),,s = ~, i~1,, Uo, j 
s=l ,2  . . . . .  I, 
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6~s{=l ,  i f i=s  (4) 
' =0 ,  i f i  #s"  
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Now let us define the following J × J matrices whose elements are the I × t matrices defined above: 
Obviously, 
(v ) , ,  = ,j,, vj, 
(L )j,s = ~j.sZi, 
(P ) j , s  = ~j,l(~l,sUo, 
(LIT),,,= 6,+ ,,,, 
Using these matrices equation (2) becomes 
(,%,, = ~i.d, 
(M)j., = ~j.,M: 
( B )j,$ ~- ~j_ l,st] 
(Q)j., = 6j.jbj.,Uj+l 
(sT)j,,--- ~j÷,.,t,. 
(5) 
U +a( LTUL -LUL ' r )+b(BTUB-BUBT)+a(M-N)+b(P -Q) I  ~+l= UL (6) 
This is the complete matrix representation f equation (2). However, in order to see how matrix 
operations are to be performed to get U n +' from U ~, we define the following column matrices: 
I x 1 type: (Uj)i = U,.j 
(Mj), = 6,,, Uoj 
(N:), = ~:.,U,+,.j (7) 
J x 1 type with I x 1 type column matrices as elements 
(U)j=Uj,  (M) j=Mj ,  (N) j=Nj,  (e)j-~-(~j_leo, (Q)j=6j, tUj+,. (8) 
Using these matrices equation (6) becomes 
A U n + 1 = U n + Z (9) 
where 
A =I+a(LT- -L )+b(BT- -B)  
Z =a(N-M)+b(Q -P )  
= the vector containing the boundary values. 
If C H = a normed vector space of IJ dimension, (U n, Z) ~ C u. 
The eigenvalues of A are given by, 
~ , .q=l+2 i  acos - i -~+bcos -~-   , p=l ,2  . . . . .  I, q=l ,2  . . . . .  J, i=~--i-1. (10) 
We assume ~p.qare distinct, and hence A has IJ linearly independent eigenvectors. We also assume 
that these eigenvectors span C u. 
Since ~p.q'S are nonnull, A -'  exists, and if 2p.q are the eigenvalues of A -'. 
2p.q= 1/~p.q. (11) 
The criterion of stability is 
(12) I&p, ql ~< 1. 
Let us now investigate how errors in Z may affect the numerical solution, 
EFFECTS 
From equation (9) we get 
OF BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
U n+' =A- I (Un+Z) .  
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Let V p,q = the eigenvectors of A-I .  Then, we may write 
v.=EZc,.,v,.q and 
P q P q 
Thus, 
which gives, 
U2 = E E qq~P,q  vp'q "~ E E ~P,q~P,q vp'q 
P q P q 
(13) 
Un+l ~" EE  Cp, q ~nVp'q "~- E E~P,q%,q 1 -- ~;,q V p'q (14) 
p'q P q 1Z~p,q " 
Now if we introduce an error vector in the boundary condition, in equation (14) ?p,q will be replaced 
by (?~, q + 6p, q). Thus if E is the net-error (as n --) oo) caused by introducing an error in the boundary, 
(for [2p, q[ < 1) 
e = ~ ~ [6p.q2p, q/(l - lp, q)] V"q. (15) 
P q 
This shows that if 12p, q l < I [whereas the error caused by the initial condition which is present in 
the first term of right side of equation (14) is damped out as n--, oo] errors caused by the boundary 
conditions are never damped out, and if 
12,,~1 = 1 (16) 
effect of E on the solution is disastrous. 
D ISCUSSION 
It is apparent hat the errors which first appear in the boundary are spread all over the field 
[equation (14)] as time moves on. 
If for some model, I Ae, q [ "  1 equation (14) shows that instabilities hould start developing from 
the boundary. In such cases if some positive terms are added to the diagonal terms of A results 
should stabilize. One way to achieve this is by introducing a second order term containing artificial 
viscosity. 
This theoretical study may be extended to the equation 
ut+ Fx+Gy=O (17) 
F=F(u) ,  G=G(u)  
subject o certain boundary conditions which are time dependent. If we express Fx = F'(u)ux and 
Gy = G'(u)uy and evaluate F'(u) and G'(u) at the previous time step, then, equation (9) becomes 
A.U "+l = U" + Z "+l (18) 
A. is a time-dependent matrix. 
Assuming that A~ -1 exists and H. = A~-', from equation (18), 
U "+1 =H.U"+H.Z  "+'. (19) 
Using equation (19) recursively, 
U"+I=H.H._I ..... H, U I+(H.Z"+I+H.H._~Z"+ "" +H.H._, ..... H, Z2). (20) 
If H, is such that, 
lim H. H,_ i . . . .  , Hi = 0 
n"-~ oo 
H. is called a D-matrix [1], an error caused by the initial condition will be damped out; however, 
errors generated by the boundary conditions propagate. A theoretical study to minimize such errors 
is now under investigation. 
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